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1 ABSTRACT
I The use is demonstrated of the newly developed ECN-SUSD
/ sensitivity/uncertainty code system. With ECN-SUSD it is
I possible to calculate uncertainties in response parameters in
I fixed source calculations due to cross section uncertainties
I (using MF33) as well as to uncertainties in angular distribu-
I tions (using MF34). It is shown that the latter contribution,

which is generally neglected because of the lack of MF34-
\ data in modern evaluations (except for EFF), is large in fusion
Ljeactor shielding calculations.

2 INTRODUCTION
In the design phase of a next-step fusion device, like ITER,
it is of vital importance that uncertainties may be attached
to parameters determined in shielding calculations. A ma-
jor source of uncertainties originates from uncertainties in
nuclear data. As the neutron source in a fusion reactor is
strongly anisotropic, uncertainties in angular and energy dis-
tributions of scattered neutrons will also contribute to the
total uncertainty in such parameters. These uncertainties are
referred to as SAD uncertainties (Secondary Angular Distri-
bution) and SED uncertainties (Secondary Energy Distribu-
tion), respectively. For the calculation of these uncertainties
covariance data for the angular and energy distributions are
needed. However, until recently these data, to be specified
in section MF34 and MF35 of the evaluated nuclear data file
format (ENDF), were lacking in most evaluations (ENDF/B,
JENDL, EFF), whereas for many reaction types energy-angle
integrated data uncertainties are given in section MF33.

Processing of MF33 data into groupwise libraries requires
the use of modules ERRORR and COVR of the cross section
processing code NJOY [1].

Until recently, covariance data for angular distributions
(given in section MF34 of the ENDF) could not be processed
by standard processing tools. There is no NJOY-module
which provides for the processing of this section, which is

probably the reason why evaluators did not provide this sec-
tion in the data files. Until recently, only one code (SUSD
[2]) existed, which was capable of processing section MF34.
However, this code was released in 1986 and used a slightly
different specification of MF34 than the current one. More-
over, in SUSD use is made of several NJOY modules (mainly
parts of GROUPR), which do not comply with the current
ones. Thus, processing facilities for MF34 were virtually
non-existent.

In the framework of the European Fusion File (EFF)
project the importance of the use of. covariance data for an-
gular distributions was recognized. Therefore, MF34 data
were produced for Fe, Cr and Ni (the main consistuents of
stainless steel), and are available on EFF-2.3.

Simultaneously, attention was given to processing tools.
At ECN Petten the ECN-SUSD code system was developed,
based on SUSD, with which it is possible to perform sensi-
tivity and uncertainty calculations for.2D geometries. The
ECN-SUSD code system is very user-friendly and cross sec-
tion uncertainty calculations (using MF33) and SAD uncer-
tainty calculations (using MF34) for specific fusion reactor
designs can easily be performed.

In this paper a typical demonstration is given of the use
of sophisticated sensitivity and uncertainty calculations in
the design phase of a fusion reactor blanket. It is shown,
that a significant contribution to the uncertainty in response
parameters will be due to uncertainties in angular- and energy
distributions of scattered neutrons.

Therefore, it is concluded that sensitivity and uncertainty
calculations are only useful if these uncertainties are taken
into account. Modern evaluations urgently need updates in
order to include the required MF34 and MF35 sections, at
least for the main structural materials.



3 COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
3.1 Theoretical basis

The basic theory of sensitivity and uncertainty calculations
can be found in the literature [3-5]. Only those quantities
needed for the work presented in this paper are touched upon
in this section.

First of all the response parameter R should be defined,
which is a function of the neutron flux <£„ at a certain position.
Interesting response parameters may be the energy integrated
flux, the nuclear heating or the nuclear damage.

Once the response parameter has been defined, it should
be used as a neutron source in an adjoint neutron transport
calculation. Forward and adjoint angular fluxes can then be
used to compute sensitivities and uncertainties.

A good insight in which cross sections at which energies
play an important part in the sensitivity of a specific response
parameter is obtained by a comparison of sensitivity profiles
for different cross sections.

A sensitivity profile P^ for a given response parameter
R and cross section £,• is defined as [6]

_8R SSf
(1)

with g the neutron energy group index. Thus, P^ indicates
the relative change in a response parameter R due to a relative
change in E,- at energy Eg.

Final uncertainties are determined by the magnitude of the
sensitivity profiles as well as by the values of the covariance
matrix elements. It can be derived (see [6]), that the relation
between the sensitivity profile P | ( and the resulting relative
uncertainty ^ is given by

~
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A similar equation may be derived for SAD uncertainties, in
which the cross section S,- is substituted by the Ith component
of theLegendre expansion, 2/,;.

For SED uncertainties a slightly different formulation is
used, in which the relative SED covariance matrix is needed.
However, SED covariance data (MF35) are still lacking from
current evaluations. These data are needed for those pro-
cesses in which the energy of the secondary neutrons is not
fixed by kinematics (e.g. MT16, MT22, MT28, MT91).

4 SAMPLE CASE

As an interesting sample case a complete sensiti-
vity/uncertainty analysis was performed for a 2D model of the
European shielding-blanket design proposal inside the ITER
torus-design, surrounded by the cryostat/biological shield as
planned for ITER. In this specific geometry a difficulty is
present, as the outboard blanket segments are separated by
gaps with a width of 2.0 cm. This implies, that for neutron

transport calculations the gap region has to be taken into ac-
count very accurately, as most of the radiation transport will
take place through these gaps. Details on the geometry can
be found in [7].

In order to study the effect of the presence of these gaps
on radiation levels outside the torus and on the uncertainty
in response parameters, neutron transport calculations were
performed for two closely related geometries:

• one in which the gaps are present ("gap-geometry")

• one in which the gaps are filled with stainless steel ("no-
gap-geometry").

Sensitivity/uncertainty calculations were performed for both
geometries, using the ECN-SUSD code system. The re-
sponse parameter was taken to be the energy-integrated neu-
tron flux at the beginning of the vacuum vessel (important
for the welds of the vacuum vessel).

4.1 Neutron transport calculations
2D deterministic neutron transport calculations were per-
formed using the method developed in [7]. The code DORT
was chosen as it has the provision to use biased quadratures.
This is an indispensable feature in this study because of the
important contribution of the radiation leakage through the
gaps. The torus was modelled in (r, 0) geometry. A biased
quadrature set was used with 464 directions instead of the
160 directions for the symmetric Sg quadrature set, which
was used as a starting point.

The group-constants used in the Sn -calculations were de-
rived from the MAT175 (JEF/EFF-1) library [8] (which is
in the 175 group VITAMIN-J group-structure), using the
processing-code TRAMIX [9] for mixing, collapsing and
self-shielding. Self-shielded forward and adjoint libraries
were used in a 33 group structure, which appears to give
a good agreement with libraries in the 100 group GAM-II
structure in a simplified ID geometry.

5 RESULTS
5.1 Sensitivity profiles

Cross section sensitivity profiles and SAD sensitivity profiles
for the / = 1 component of the clastic cross section of Fe, Cr
and Ni were calculated for both geometries. Profiles for Fe
are given in fig. 1. It is noted, that the sensitivity in the no-
gap-geometry is much larger than in the gap-geometry. This
was expected, as neutrons streaming through the gap will con-
tribute significantly to the response in the gap-geometry. In
the no-gap-geometry deep-penetration of the neutrons yields
the only contribution to the response.

Furthermore, it is seen that because of the almost isotropic
angular distribution at low energies, SAD uncertainties are
only important at higher neutron energies ( > 0.1 MeV).

5.2 Uncertainty calculations
The sensitivity profiles were used in order to calculate un-
certainties in the response parameter. Resulting uncertainties



Table 1: Calculated uncertainties for the energy integrated flux at the beginning of the vacuum vessel in the gap- and no-gap-geometry.
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Figure 1: Cross section sensitivity profile for the total cross section of Fe
(upper figure) and SAD-sensitivity profile for the I = 1 component of the
elastic cross section of Fe (lower figure). In both figures the profile for the
no-gap-geometry is given by the full curve, the profile for the gap-geometry
by the dotted curve.

are summarized in table 1. From this table it can be deduced,
that if the Fe, Cr and Ni cross sections are supposed to be non-
correlated, the final uncertainty in the energy-integrated flux
at the beginning of the vacuum vessel amounts to 33% in the
no-gap-geometry and 6.5% in the gap-geometry. Therefore,
there is a huge difference between the uncertainties in both
geometries. The large difference in this case is clearly due
to the neutron spectrum which differs strongly between both

geometries. Thus, different parts of the covariance matrix
are probed.

Furthermore, it is shown that the importance of SAD
uncertainties may be large (especially for Fe), so that they
may not be neglected.

6 CONCLUSIONS
• Using theECN-SUSD sensitivity/uncertainty code sys-

tem it is relatively easy to perform sensitivity and un-
certainty calculations for elaborate 2D geometries. Un-
certainties in response parameters due to cross section
uncertainties can be calculated as well as uncertainties
due to uncertainties in angular distributions.

• As a sample case the results are presented of calculations
performed for two designs of shielding blankets for a
demo-type fusion reactor (the "gap-geometry" and the
"no-gap-geometry"). It appears, that the uncertainty in
energy integrated fluxes may be as large as 33 % (no-gap-
geometry) or as small as 7% (gap-geometry). This very
clearly shows the use of these sensitivity/uncertainty
calculations when different blanket concepts should be
compared.

• The contribution of uncertainties in the angular distri-
butions of scattered neutrons could be calculated, as the
EFF evaluation was used as source for the nuclear data.
It appears, that this contribution to the total uncertainty
is large, and even may be dominant. The contribution
of uncertainties in the energy distributions of scattered
neutrons may be large as well. However, MF35 data are
unavailable in current evaluated nuclear data files.

• The calculated uncertainties may be rather large and
should clearly be reduced. It is likely, that the actual un-
certainty is smaller than the one calculated. Therefore,
there is a clear need to update modern evaluations in
order to include better cross section covariance data as
well as covariance data for angular- and energy distribu-
tions if accurate sensitivity and uncertainty calculations
are required.
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